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About This Game
Combat, romance, adventure, and of course—magic! Master four elements and take on fate itself in this epic, interactive
fantasy tale! Six possible endings. Four hours for a single playthrough. Three love interests. Countless choices. Male or female?
Leader or loner? Good or evil?
What kind of mage will you be?
"Fatehaven" is a 110,000-word interactive fantasy novel by Devon Connell, where your choices control the story. It's entirely
text-based--without graphics or sound effects--and fueled by the vast, unstoppable power of your imagination.
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Worst port i have ever seen, not worth the money. The graphics and the gameplay is awful.. I really like this kind of game.
It`s somewhat similar to Subnautica i would say
but as a big difference to Subnautica this game
has been developed for VR and you can feel
that everywhere. I would love if there would be more
content in this game or games like this released more often.
A big thanks to the devs for developing such a gem.. Do you like Danganronpa? How about Zero Escape? Ever wonder what
would result if a developer took a stab at combining them both while including their own elements? If you answered "yes" to all
of the above, you have a pretty good idea of what to expect from In the name of sin.
One of the strongest parts of the package is the visuals, as the in-game images and trailer on the store page suggest. At
this price point, I was more than willing to give leeway on the graphical side of the equation. However, I was pleasantly
surprised to find that not only do the character art, locations, and other visual assets hold up, they represent a level of
quality typically seen in VN-based games costing an upwards of 8-10 times as much. They are certainly comparable (if
not at times superior) to those found in the aforementioned games that this one is most certainly patterned after.
As for the audio, while simple and mostly subdued, it remains adequate and fits the games locales and events quite
nicely. The music is mostly derivative, but still adds ambience to the environment laid out by the games often
impressive visuals. Unfortunately, the characters do not appear to be voice acted, with only the occasional sigh, grunt,
groan, or surprised reaction being heard.
Another fairly solid and engaging part of the game can be found in its setting and thematic elements. 12 "sinners" are
gathered together to play the Arbitration game... a series of five events where the winner can receive atonement for
their crimes, with the losers suffering the penalty of a horrific death. Scoring is kept track via a collection of coins the
player possesses at any given time. While additional coins are added to a players total for winning events within the
Arbitration game, they are subtracted accordingly for losing, failing to meet objectives, etc. If a players coin total is
reduced below zero, they are effectively ejected from the game and subject to a grisly demise. Time limits are also put
into place, heightening the tension and adding to the dark mood the game is trying to convey.
The characters, along with their personalities and interactions, also assist in setting the stage for the events that play
out. The player character, He Chuyan, is written as the typical "golly gee, I'm not sure why I'm here, but I'm going to
do my best anyway" stereotype found in entries of the Danganronpa series. Likewise, most of the other characters
consist of high-level archetypes made popular in other visual novels. Still, they are serviceable and fit well into the
thematic elements of the game. Just don't be surprised if this game fails to tread any new ground in its character
personalities or overall designs.
The weakest part of the package, and the one that unfortunately holds the game back quite a bit, is in it's English
translation. For the Visual Novel portions, this is less of a deal breaker and a fairly fluent English speaker can likely
piece together not only the story at large, but the individual character emotions without too much concern or rereading.
However, the events that take place during the Arbitration game suffer quite a bit in their far less than optimal
translation. This is particularly true when the rules of each game are explained and the character dialogs during those
events are concerned. I found myself having to play through each game several times before I was successful... not
really due to any lack of skill or reasoning, but because the details were incredibly unclear regarding what I was
supposed to be doing at any specific time.
A better English translation is certainly possible as I was able to rearrange and reword things in my head to provide
something closer to what the developers likely intended. Perhaps a future update, via developer DLC or fan made, will
become available and the game would be far better for it. Also, native controller support would be a nice update as
some of us enjoy these games from the comfort of our couches. Until that day (maybe?) comes, controller support can
effectively be had via the various mouse emulation programs available.
Overall, In the name of sin is certainly worth the extremely low price of admission, particularly if you've played and
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enjoyed Danganronpa, Zero Escape, or both. You won't find much that strays too far away from those well-worn
franchises, but it's a clone that is both serviceable and even impressive at times as it attempts to stand on it's own.
Unfortunately, the less than stellar English translation represents somewhat of a stumbling block throughout.
. It's like two things. And they're not even that good I kinda feel ripped off. \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 this don't bye
this just google Sci-fi Tile sets you'll get WAAAAAY better\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665then this garbage..
This is a great shoot em up game with good music and visuals. The game has also been developed for the new Amiga
OS4 powered machines see below link for more info on this. If you like frantic shooting and dodging bullets then you
will enjoy this game very much...
http:\/\/amigakit.leamancomputing.com\/catalog\/product_info.php?products_id=1155
. If you are looking for Shadow of Mordor 2.0, this is it. Apart from adding new mechanics and new monsters, the combat
system feels pretty much the same, if you enjoyed Shadow of mordor combat system you will feel at home.
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Please. God please, spare yourself.
You may be entranced by the game name. The trailer, making the game appear humorous. You could be an achievement hunter,
like myself, and be attracted by the Achievement Scouts curator saying you can complete this in 10 minutes. Of which, you can
get 10 of them in one minute (press q on the main menu a few times, play a game, you'll have enough money to buy everything.)
You could be lured to the game from the 90% sale - bringing the price down to 49 cents.
I'm here to warn you. Absolutely none of that is worth it. Some of it is lies. Slander.
You enter the game, and you think you're doing okay. You click bottles until it randomly chooses to go horizontal. It seems
annoying, but it goes quite slowly. You (related to other spoiler) hit Q a couple times and see your money, you buy out the shop.
The achievements flow. You're thinking this could just be a funny, quick completion to show off to your friends.
And then... you struggle. The game goes faster, and god decides that you're a heathen. A heretic. No matter how many times you
click the bottle, it will never go horizontal. When it does, your reflexes decide to click again. And it moves. You hear the
minecraft hurt noise, for the millionth time. "YOU SAT ON A BOTTLET" comes up on your scream. You're filled with hatred.
Pure anger. Begging for scraps, desperate for this to be over. You keep doing it. You're trapped. The 10 minutes was a lie.
You're an hour and a half in. It doesn't feel like it'll ever happen. You click away, hoping that this time, you finally get lucky.
But at what cost? You've sunk your time into this mess, you've given the devs exactly what they want. A quick buck. You've
become a part of their system. And you couldn't feel worse about it.
And then you put it off until tomorrow and get 40 first try the next morning. Promptly uninstalled the game.
(actual short review: don't get this game lol, it is as infuriating as i make it out to be. it truly did take me this long to get all
achievements in a game with no more than 5 minutes playtime. every gameplay mechanic is flawed, from the randomization to
dying in one hit. it's by ZERO means ready for steam. this is currently the worst game in my steam library, imo (not worst on
steam as a whole.) if you want a 0.49 gag gift, look elsewhere. i recommend the title 'save jesus'). The core gameplay loop for
the Survivor is spawn, find a gen, repair the gen, repeat until you escape. The only interaction you have with the game while
fixing gen's is a QTE, and this persists until the killer finds you. When the Killer finds you then the game becomes fun for the
survivors thus why survivors like to "bully" killers.
For Killers you may have cool abilities but half the time they don't help you or worse HINDER you from killing survivors. The
killer goes around to find a survivor downs them or gets looped until they stop caring. if the survivor is downed they get hooked
but by then 2 gens may have popped because the survivors brought broken perks and toolboxes. And if the Killer manages to
kill all the survivors (which happens quite frequently at lower ranks) they may not pip because they weren't able to stop the gens
from getting done even though the Killer KILLED EVERYONE.
In summary:
Survivor is boring unless your being chased
Killer is fun until survivors try to win
There is no casual only ranked
. I have a love\/hate with this game, I love the game but it scares the heck outta me.
I can't play it :
Several hours before bed
For more than 20 minutes at a time
If it's dark out
If it's dusk or dawn
If you like jump scares and being on constant alert , you will love this game.. New update to review, changing to negative. It's
been two years and devs have not added any of the things they said they were going to add to the game like sounds, changing the
player sprite depending on your armour and weapon or removing the "popout menus" when you find something on the ground.
Game has major, major interface problems and is user unfriendly. Devs promised things and then didn't deliver. Game has been
left to rot on steam for years. I regret buying it for full price at launch to support it.
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original review:
--------------------------------------------------------------At first I had a negative review but I changed it to positive because I have started to have a lot of fun with the game. There are
problems with it though:
1. no sound
2. sprites are not too good and less readable I think than ASCII
3. MAJOR every time you are at the start of your turn on a square with an object on it the game brings up a menu to make you
select between ignoring the object or picking it up, reading it etc. depending on what it is. You can just move or take an action
rather than have to actually press the button to ignore the object but it's still annoying.
4. You get HP back when resting or moving but there's no rest until healed button. Instead the closest you have is to do 99.
which is 9 then 9 then 5 on numeric keypad which rests you for 99 turns. You will have to do this several times to get your hp
back though and it takes AGES.
5. There seems to be no fast travel or auto travel of any kind, it's just you and the movement keys, held down if you want to risk
it.

There is a version of the game called Nlarn which is free. It runs in the console and has ASCII graphics but in most ways is
more usable than this version.
I'm still leaving a positive review though because I am having fun playing this version and I'm trying to trust the developers to
iron out the problems.

The free version at http:\/\/nlarn.sourceforge.net\/
http:\/\/sourceforge.net\/projects\/nlarn\/files\/nlarn\/0.7.2\/
Screenshot in town http:\/\/i.imgur.com\/CP7zC8W.png
Screenshot on level 1 of dungeon http:\/\/i.imgur.com\/wNpRDDl.png. I played Close Combat : Last Stand Arnhem and then
went on to play this.
The differences are jolting.
Whereas, with CCLSA you could have a team in a building getting shot at for 5 minutes before one soldier was injured. In
CCGTC the whole team will die within a minute.
Crawl across open ground in CCLSA and you'll be fine. Try that in CCGTC and you'll be toast.
So many little things like the above turn the whole experience on its head.
Anyhow, its still the same poor AI, same poor fixed point aerial view etc etc.
One day the system will join us in the 21st century, until then, avoid it.. This marvellous little thing gets a very clear
recommendation from me. Anything I ever bought from Lionheart was pure gold, and the Wittman is no exception to that. It
looks wonderful both inside and out, it flies wonderfully, and it comes with a ton of liveries and variants. The Tailwind may
look like a rugged old vintage plane, but make no mistake: This thing has quite some power under the hood. And I say this
without having tested the even more powerful W10 yet. I was expecting something that handled like a delivery van, and I
couldn't have been more wrong. The plane is equipped with flaps (not a standard for light aircraft of its era) and a capable
autopilot, which looks like it was added later to the plane.
One thing I noticed, but that may actually a glitch on my part (using DX10): When the landing lights are on, there's a squareshaped corona-like graphics fault around them. The large glass areas all around the pilot, especially the glass roof, make this
plane a real joy to fly and look at with DX10Fixer installed and dynamic shadows in the VC.
One other way the Wittman scored many points for me is the VC (of which there are different versions). It's made with a lot of
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love for details, and it is just full with small gimmicks, some of which do things when they are clicked. I won't tell you what
though, I don't want to spoil anything.. This game has potential but it's too under developed at the moment, even when you
consider the price.
There are many minor areas that need improvement that are evident withing the first 2 minutes of play.
Your craft has a wide wingspan that makes you an easy target.
Your craft is slow to maneuver making the game feel sluggish and makes you an even easier target.
There are minimal pickups for a game of this type.
Weapon pickups are bland with no powerup features.
The music gets repetitive, FAST.
You are limited to only 3 lives.
No compound enemies, only unitary large enemies.
AI movements are lifeless.. This was a really promising early release VR shooter , unique to VR and a brilliant experience.
Now, for one reason or another, be it the lack of uptake on VR, or the dev just splicing this in too many different directions, it's
not worth the time today :(
Simply, no one is on it, and the game is horrendously unbalanced for non vr \/ vr.
A real shame, because this set the VR world on fire in the early days.. I still can't believe no one picked this up when it came
out, a faithful remake of a fantastic multiplayer game!
for those like myself who have enjoyed archon for years, online play is an amazing addition, and for everyone who missed this
gem from the past : if you like the sound of turn based strategy mixed with furious action, check it out, it's cheap!. I like very
much Mighty Switch Force! games and i like the idea for multiplayer levels, but for a multiplayer we need to play online with
friends or solo with an AI (artificial intelligence), but the game is very good for me.
If the game will be an multiplayer option IA or online for make the game better the game need:
1) Multiplayer deathmatch.
2) Coop for defeat big bosses just like the end of Mighty Switch Force! Hyper Drive Edition.
3) Work together on puzzles.
4) Customize the keyboard without key restriction.
5) More levels.
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